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 4th

generation farm

 Located

south of Edmonton on 4 quarters

 10”-20”

of annual precipitation, black soil type

 Started

organic transition in 2014, first certified in 2017
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Trevor Riehl
Introduction
• Farmed with my grandparents growing up
• Now farm with my Dad and partner
• Entire crop and livestock operation is now certified organic
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Focus: cereal and pulse crops
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•
•
•

Primary focus is growing cereal crops (wheat, barley, oats) and pulse crops (peas)
On‐farm seed cleaning
Hay and silage for our livestock
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Farm-direct market
lamb and beef
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•
•

Grass fed, grass finished lamb and beef
Farm‐direct marketing through our website
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 Conventional

Ag just wasn’t working anymore

o Health: no longer wanted to deal with chemical inputs
o Economics:

• Reliance on expensive inputs
• Scale: can’t compete in conventional commodity market
 “Regenerative

Ag” sounded interesting
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•
•
•
•

Grouped my experiences into five categories
Definitely don’t have this all figured out; constantly learning
I want to provide specific examples of what has worked and not worked for us in our context
Your mileage may vary!
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What Worked

What Didn’t Work

• Stopped input-intensive farming
• Stopped monocropping
• Focused on profit not yield

• Organic doesn’t mean return to
1940’s tillage
o Importance of soil biology and soil structure

o “Green manure” cover crop every

third year is still profitable
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Stopped input‐intensive farming
• Only input now is cover crop seed
• Doing on‐farm trials for any new amendments
• I need strong on‐farm evidence to introduce expensive inputs
• It would be very easy to get sucked back into high‐input ag, just now “organic”
Stopped monocropping
• Lots of species diversity in my rotation now
• Growing cereals with cover crops
• Intercropping peas with oats and cover crops
Focus on profit not yield
• We measure profit over the length of our crop rotation, not per year
• Taking every third year out of crop production for green manure is still profitable in a three year rotation
due to reduced input costs
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What Worked

What Didn’t Work

• Stopped input-intensive farming
• Stopped monocropping
• Focused on profit not yield

• Organic doesn’t mean return to
1940’s tillage

o “Green manure” cover crop every

o Importance of soil biology and soil structure

• Formulas vs. principles

third year is still profitable
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What Didn’t Work
• Dad reverted to his experience from before the existence of herbicides  extreme tillage
• Took a lot of arguments, and proof, to reduce tillage to current 1 pass per year on cropping years
Formulas vs. Principles
• There are fewer formulas in organics than conventional ag
• Conventional ag is highly prescriptive: apply chemical x, see outcome y
• Long term soil health is much less prescriptive
• Takes time to understand soil principles and experiment with how they work in your context
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 Weed

explosion first 1-3 years

o Unbelievable amount of volunteer mustard and Canola
o Weeds would have made a cereal crop impossible
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Transition years
• Weed explosion: 100 years of weed bank
• In our case, it would have been entirely impossible to try to produce cereal crops
• Photo of weeds on next slide
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Transition Field
• Volunteer mustard and Canola
Hindsight
• Would have tilled sooner; disk did good job
• Much better cover cropping rotation now (future slides)
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 Focused

on soil-building during transition

o Cover crop benefits
o Cash-flow management  payback period
o Risks with going from old hay field into organic cereals

• Nutrient cycling and exporting nutrients
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Cover Crops Benefits
• Building fertility
• Creating environment for mycorrhizal fungi
• Building soil organic matter
• Improves water carrying capacity
• Building soil structure
• Improves water infiltration
• Reduces soil compaction
• Cover crops = improved soil health = insurance for climate extremes
Cover crops in transition years
• Our soil needed it badly
• Massive improvement in soils in a short amount of time
• Poor “gumbo” now can drive on in wet year
Cash flow management
• Retrospective analysis 3‐5 year payback period on “investment” during transition years
• Could reduce economic impact by grazing cover crops
Concerns with going from old hay field directly into organic production
• May sound like good idea but nutrient cycling concerns
• Our current plan for moving a hay fields into cereal production:
• Till down hay field in June (not harvesting any hay)
• Make a few tillage passes to kill grasses
• Alfalfa isn’t a weed in my system so it’s good if some survives; pulls moisture from different soil
horizon than cereal crop
• Plant cover crop for winter kill
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Green
Manure

Wheat

•May: oats, peas,
•Cover crop: alfalfa,
buckwheat
red clover,
subterranean clover,
•June: if weedy spots,
phacelia
seed again
•July: 5+ species mix:
legumes, grasses,
radish
•Let
winterkill
Also
rotate 3 years of hay through our land

Pea/Oat
Intercrop
•Peas + feed oats
•Peas + feed barley
•Cover crop: phacelia;
biennials: sweet clover,
plantain
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Crop Rotation
• Simple three year rotation using low risk crops that we had experience growing
• Too many horror stories about specialty crops; too risky for me; e.g., hemp
• Need to grow enough volume to have something to sell
• For me that means super‐b load or train car load; occasionally a tandem load
• Some grow smaller quantities and sell every 2 years when they have a truck full (e.g., a few lbs of
flax growing under wheat crop)
• Others have niche markets selling by mini‐bulk bag or even 50 lb sack
• Could probably go longer than 3 years between green manure on some quarters
• BUT, keeping the 3‐year green manure rotation due to soil health benefits
• We rotate hay through our land; cleans up perennial weeds
CAVEATS
• There likely are benefits to a longer rotation
• HOWEVER, using multi‐species intercropping likely mitigates most negatives of 3 year rotation
• Most studies on crop rotation benefits were done on monoculture crops
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Green
Manure

Wheat

Pea/Oat
Intercrop

•May:
oats,
peas,
• May:
oats,
peas, buckwheat
buckwheat
• June: if weedy spots, seed again
•June: if weedy spots,
seed again
• July: 7+ species mix:
•July: 5+ species mix:
legumes (annuals & perennials),
legumes, grasses,
grasses, forbs, radish
radish
•Let winterkill
• Let winterkill
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Green manure year
• Purpose of green manure year is weed control and soil building
• May – June: weed cleanup
• Primary tillage tool is our air seeder with 12” shovels  weed and seed at same time
• July: supercharge biological activity with multi‐species blend
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Green
Manure
•May: oats, peas,
buckwheat
•June: if weedy spots,
seed again
•July: 5+ species mix:
legumes, grasses,
radish
•Let winterkill

Pea/Oat
Intercrop

Wheat
•CDC Titanium
•Cover crop: alfalfa,
red clover,
subterranean clover,
phacelia

•Peas + feed oats
•Peas + feed barley
•Cover crop: phacelia;
biennials: sweet clover,
plantain

Future: broadcast tillage radish in late July
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Field is really clean after green manure year, so I plant a high value crop.
Wheat year
• Using Titanium wheat because grew it when we were conventional; liked the milling characteristics
• Attended Organic Alberta wheat breeding field day at the U of A; Dr. Dean Spaner talked about selecting
for tall wheat to supress weeds
• Titanium happens to be one of the tallest varieties = happy accident
• Others have success with different varieties
• We tried Brandon; seemed less competitive; mileage may vary
• We are seeding with a target of 32 plants / sqft; slightly higher rate than in conventional
Under‐seed a cover crop
• Seeding cover crop a few days after wheat
• Have used air seeder set at ½” but want to experiment with broadcasting
• Cover crop is $10‐$15 / ac; seeding rate around 2‐2.5 lbs / ac; rate calc based on seeds / sqft
• Also want to experiment with broadcasting tillage radish in late July (airplane or high‐clearance sprayer)
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Green
Manure
•May: oats, peas,
buckwheat
•June: if weedy spots,
seed again
•July: 5+ species mix:
legumes, grasses,
radish
•Let winterkill

Wheat
•Cover crop: alfalfa,
red clover,
subterranean clover,
phacelia

Pea/Oat
Intercrop
•Yellow
•Yellowpeas
peas++feed
feedoats
oats
•Yellow
•Yellowpeas
peas++feed
feed barley
barley
•Cover
•Covercrop:
crop:phacelia;
phacelia;
biennials:
sweet
biennials: sweetclover,
clover,
plantain
plantain

Future: broadcast tillage radish in late July
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Weed pressure on year 2 likely higher than year 1; intercrop is really competitive; helps supress weeds.
Intercropping year
• Pick primary cash crop; I think it’s very hard to treat both crops as a cash crop
• Amarillo yellow peas are the primary crop; oats are there to keep peas standing and reduce fungal disease
pressure
• Seeded 3 bu / ac peas; 0.75 bu / ac oats
Under‐seed a cover crop
• Throw in some diversity: forbs and biennials
• Biennials carry over into the following green manure year  growth in April
• Cover crop is around $10 / ac; seeding rate around 1.5 ‐ 2.0 lbs / ac; rate calc based on seeds / sqft
• Want to experiment with broadcasting tillage radish in late July (airplane or high‐clearance sprayer)
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2018 Fall Green Manure
Planted:
July 20, 2018
Photo:
Sept 25, 2018
Oats, peas, clovers,
tillage radish
Winter kill
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What does this all look like in practice?
• Fall green manure: all other fields are dead the green manure is harvesting sun and pumping exudates
into the soil
• Joel Williams: “Roots not Shoots”  soil organic matter primarily created by roots, not above‐ground
biomass
• Surprisingly little frost damage this late in season  possibly due to high sugar content but didn’t have
analysed
• Eventually oats were killed by frost but radish and clover kept going
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•
•
•

Root exudates on this oat plant
(Not shown) had really good nodulation on peas
Good growth on tillage radish
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April 2019
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•
•

Green manure stood most of winter and trapped snow
Good amount of ground cover left in spring
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May 2019

Seeded

Not yet seeded
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•
•
•

Hit with light harrows to smash up a bit but probably didn’t need to
Stinkweed growing; cleaned up at seeding with 12” shovel on air seeder
Still decent ground cover after seeding
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Wheat + phacelia/clover
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•
•
•
•

Phacelia above crop in places
Phacelia doesn’t appear to become a weed
Almost no wild oat pressure after green manure year
Had a few thistle patches; cleaned up with bush mower
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Clover under wheat -- Oct 3, 2019
•
•
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Subterranean clover was quietly working away under the canopy
Clover growth takes off after wheat swathed
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Peas/oats + alfalfa + cover crop
24

Not a really great photo, but:
• Aug 30, 2018
• Field is waist‐tall; hard to see the oats but there is 0.75 bu / ac there
• Peas standing tall as oats, not laying flat
• Alfalfa above canopy; 2.5’+ feet tall
• No issues putting alfalfa through the combine because it’s all dried out by harvest time
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What Worked
•
•
•
•
•

“Prescription tillage”
Later seeding (May 15-20)*
Single tillage pass on crop year
Harvest the weed seeds
No fall tillage

• “Smmer fallow” May-July
then green manure
• “Prescription tillage” turns into
“entire field tillage”
• Post-emergence harrowing
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Prescription tillage
• Hit small problem patches prior to seeding, not entire field
• Constant reminder that tillage isn’t “free”  “costs” soil health
• Rod‐weed after seeding if conditions right (need moisture to germinate weeds; does nothing on dry year)
Later seeding
• Have been seeding the third week of May
• HOWEVER, Septembers have been rainy so weighing cost/benefit of seeding a bit earlier
Single tillage pass on crop year
• 12” shovel on air seeder
• Manage weeds and seed at same time; shallow tillage
Harvest the weed seeds
• Combine fan turned way down
• Ugly sample = keep all weed seeds
• Likely an increased risk of spoilage in the bin; need to monitor bin temps
No Fall Tillage
• No research to support fall tillage
• Prevents erosion
• Stubble helps catch snow
• Harmfully to the soil biology; earthworm mortality
• Research showing that tillage greatly increases wild oat survival
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What Worked
•
•
•
•
•

“Prescription tillage”
Later seeding (May 15-20)*
Single tillage pass on crop year
Harvest the weed seeds
No fall tillage

What Didn’t Work
• “Prescription tillage” turns into
“entire field tillage”
• Post-emergence harrowing
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What didn’t Work
• A lot of self control required for “prescribed tillage”
• Mixed success with harrowing after the crop is up (next slide)
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Post-emergence harrowing
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Post‐emergence harrowing
• Timing is hard; weeds have to basically be root hair; cotyledon stage at oldest; soil must not be crusted
• Can be effective (as in photo; worked in this oat crop; mostly pigweed and lambs quarters at cotyledon
stage)
• Need to increase seeding rate if planning on post‐emergence harrowing
• Some crops tolerate better
• Wheat doesn’t like it in my experience
• Peas, oats, barley seem ok
• Most research says harrow same direction crop was seeded; we had better success harrowing
perpendicular because the weeds were on the ridge between the seeded rows; the harrow flattens out
the ridge and disturbs the weeds
• We don’t use anymore:
• Weeds it kills aren’t economically significant
• We put cover crop in right after cereal crop due to moisture so harrowing would destroy cover
crop plants
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Low
Concern
Species

Annual weeds like:
• Wild buckwheat
• Pigweed
• Lamb’s quarters
• Wild mustard

Management
Action

• No action*
• Seed cleaner
removes
• Potential soil
health benefit

Medium
Concern

High
Concern
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Weeds that cause low concern
• For us, not economically significant level of these weeds
• These weeds don’t make the neighbour’s mad
• Seeds are easy to clean out
• Research showing small amount of weed pressure is beneficial to yield
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Low
Concern

Medium
Concern

Species

Small patches of:
• Storksbill
• Scentless
chamomile
• Sow thistle
• Wild oats

Management
Action

• Spot tillage
• Spot mowing
• Silage

High
Concern
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Weeds that cause medium concern
• Neighbours and the county start getting concerned
• Risk of spreading
• Will do spot tillage (garden tractor with 6’ cultivator) or mowing (rough‐cut mower) to prevent seed set
• Had 40‐acre patch of wild oats  took as silage; financial hit that year but weed problem has not
reappeared
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Low
Concern

Medium
Concern

High
Concern

Species

•
•

Canada thistle
Quackgrass

Management
Action

• Spot tillage
• Green manure year
• Thistle: hay field
rotation
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Weeds that cause high concern
• Really the only two weeds we get concerned about
• Canada thistle alarms neighbours and county
• Quackgrass studies show potential to reduce yield up to 90%
• May have to change rotation and plow down crop as green manure
• Rotate field into hay crop; eliminates thistle in 2‐3 years
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Rod weeder benefits
• Rod weeder: mine has light shanks up front on 24” spacing; rod rotates counterclockwise 2”‐3” under the
soil  floats weeds to surface
• Cheap; I paid $500 for 36’ Morris multiplex; parts are still available (assuming Morris comes out of
bankruptcy protection)
• Thistle photo: was on green manure year, had some thistle pressure in June, tilled down with rod weeder;
rod weeder pulled this thistle out right to end of tap root
• Requires loose soil; your mileage may vary
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 Harvest

the weed seeds and light grain

 On-farm

seed cleaning:

o Rationale
o Simple equipment
o Learn what weeds you have!
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Rationale for on‐farm seed cleaning
• I don’t want to truck grain to and from the seed cleaning plant
• I don’t want to work around seed cleaning plant schedule
• Historically, the seed cleaning plant seemed to throw a lot of decent grain over into screenings
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What Worked
• Vibratory scalp/sift table
o Large debris
o Most small weeds

• Fractionating aspirator
o Heavy debris
o Heavy crop
o Market crop
o Mix
o Weeds
o Chaff, very tiny weeds
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Four main grain cleaning methods
• Width (screens)
• Length (indent machine)
• Weight (gravity table, aspirator)
• Colour (optical sorter)
Scalp deck
• Removes stems, thistle heads, deer poop, nuts and bolts, mice
Fractionating Aspirator
• Variable frequency drive; can adjust fan speed
• 6 different fractions
• Can combine fractions if output product is similar
• Can use to upgrade test weight of a crop
• This is why I use it after the scalp/sift table; in a commercial plant likely use as pre‐cleaner
Throughput
• Doing 80‐100 bu / hr
• Some DIY automation (Arduino + sensors) so I don’ have to babysit
• Can be tricky to manage flow rates between two machines; fractionating aspirator requires a bit of grain
in its hopper to regulate flow
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What Didn’t Work
• Need a plan for light grain/weed seeds
• Some farmers don’t like the fractionating aspirator -- mixed fraction
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Need a plan for light grain and weed seeds
• I roll and feed to chickens and pigs
• Good feed value if you can find a local market for it
• Can compost if confident in compost temperatures
Mixed fraction
• Precision of the mixed fraction can be a problem for some
• The impact depends on the crop(s) being cleaned
• In my wheat: mixed fraction is light wheat and buckwheat
• In my oat/pea intercrop: mixed fraction is pea splits and light oats
• Photo on next slide
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“clean” oats from pea/oat


“mixed” fraction

What Didn’t Work
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Light oats in this photo. I took off heavy oats for seed.
Hard to separate pea chips from oats
• Oats don’t go milling grade which is fine  the point of intercropping was to grow great peas
• Grain Millers has historically had a 0.0% tolerance for pea chips in milling oats because peas gum up the
dehuller; I’m told the new plant will be able to accommodate small amount of chips; TBD
Uses for the mixed fraction
• I use the mixed fraction of oats/pea splits as green manure seed
• Feedlot buyers don’t seem to mind oats with pea chips; we negotiated pea chips not be treated as
dockage in contract (but get in writing)
Limitations of on‐farm cleaning
• Can clean some ergot by weight but not all; likely need to take to an optical sorter if any real quantity of
ergot in grain
• Small augers destroy peas, need bucket elevator
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What Worked

What Didn’t Work

• Relatively easy to transition
once cropland certified
• Benefits of grazing cover crops
• Disease/parasite management:

• Grazing cover crops requires
active management
• Difficult to find some certified
organic mineral products
• Organic abattoir distance and
capacity issues

o Vaccines
o AMP grazing to manage internal

parasites in sheep
o Diatomaceous earth to manage
lice on cattle
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Livestock operation
• Our livestock is grass fed, grass finished
• We lamb and calve in May on pasture
• Do all our own hay and silage
Grazing cover crops
• Generates revenue
• Supercharges soil biology
• Dr. Kris Nichols: cattle pulling on plants tears roots  glomalin production
• Trampling creates ground cover
• Biology from manure
Disease and parasite management
• Full vaccination schedule
• Regular fecal egg testing for parasites in sheep
• Adaptive multi‐paddock grazing / rotational grazing to manage sheep parasites
• Diatomaceous earth on cattle; requires frequent application
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What Worked

What Didn’t Work

• Relatively easy to transition
once cropland certified
• Benefits of grazing cover crops
• Disease/parasite management:

• Grazing cover crops requires
active management
• Difficult to find some certified
organic mineral products
• Organic abattoir distance and
capacity issues

o Vaccines
o AMP grazing to manage internal

parasites in sheep
o Diatomaceous earth to manage
lice on cattle
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What didn’t work
• Grazing during the growing season requires active management  overgrazing kills roots which kills the
whole point of the cover crop
• Less effort required at end of season especially after killing frost (just test for nitrates)
Hard to find some organic approved inputs
• Was easy for cattle  CO‐OP Country Junction Wetaskiwin
• Hard for sheep mineral
Very limited access to Organic slaughterhouses
• Closest organic processor is 2 hr drive each way
• Limited capacity, must book at least 6 months in advance which can be tricky to match with orders
• We tried marketing as Certified Organic last year; going back to “raised under organic practices” and using
a closer processor that offers better customer service; if a customer has toured the farm, the organic
stamp isn’t a high priority for them
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 Un-learning
 Role

how we farmed in conventional system

of certifier

o Clarify rules
o No consulting or product advice

 Conferences,

field days, Organic Alberta farm club, books,
podcasts, Twitter, YouTube, applied research organizations,
extension courses
41

Organic Alberta events, especially field days and farm clubs.
I have no financial interests in any of the following; just resources that I have benefitted from.
BOOKS
Managing Cover Crops Profitably, 3rd Edition
250 page PDF book from SARE (Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education) in the USA
One of the best overviews of cover cropping
https://www.sare.org/Learning-Center/Books/Managing-Cover-Crops-Profitably-3rd-Edition
PODCASTS
Cover Crop Strategies (Steve Groff)
https://www.covercropstrategies.com/topics/97-podcasts
Focus on US corn/soy but still useful concepts
Rural Routes to Climate Solutions
https://rr2cs.ca/
Alberta-based pod; content on grazing / carbon sequestration
The Soil Health Podcast from Menoken Farm
https://menokenfarm.com/podcast/
Cover cropping, grazing
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North Dakota State University Soil Sense Podcast
https://www.ndsu.edu/soilhealth/?page_id=4061
Dr. Abbey Wick is great; crop focused
Pivot and Grow: Grain on the Brain
https://www.pivotandgrow.com/grain-on-the-brain-podcast/
Good intro content specific to Canadian prairies
Soil Health Partnership SoilSmart
https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/soil-health-partnership-soilsmart/id1438052091
Evidenced-based; US corn/soy focus
No-Till Farmer
https://www.no-tillfarmer.com/topics/494-no-till-farmer-podcast
Focus is conventional no-till but do a lot on cover crops; US corn/soy belt but still useful
Regenerative Agriculture Podcast
http://regenerativeagriculturepodcast.com/
Largely evidence based and interesting; the odd wacky topic; sometimes gets way too deep into
chemical/biological processes
TWITTER
@CoverCropCoach (Steve Groff)
https://twitter.com/covercropcoach
American cover crop educator
Subscription-based cover crop webinar series: https://www.stevegroff.com/cab-class
@KevinElmy (Kevin Elmy)
https://twitter.com/KevinElmy
Canadian cover crop educator / seed rep from Sask
@NDSUsoilhealth (Dr. Abbey Wick)
https://twitter.com/NDSUsoilhealth
Soil health research and extension in North Dakota
@SE_ResearchFarm (Lana Shaw)
https://twitter.com/SE_ResearchFarm
South East Saskatchewan Research Farm; intercropping on the prairies
@glomalin (Dr. Kris Nichols)
https://twitter.com/glomalin
Cover cropping / plant biology
@IntegratedSoils (Joel Williams)
https://twitter.com/IntegratedSoils
Evidence-based discussion; roots not shoots!
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YOUTUBE
North Dakota State University Soil Heath
https://www.youtube.com/user/NDSUSoilHealth
Menoken Farm (Jay Fuhrer)
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChBze-XMnkgWJ4mgaaIoYFw
Pivot and Grow
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJHZq6zfgjxrz0rYmLjAz3Q
USDA NRCS South Dakota
https://www.youtube.com/user/NRCSSouthDakota/
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS TO SEE
(also any of the people listed above from Twitter)
Dr. Yamily Zavala, soil biology
https://www.carasoilhealthlab.ca/
http://chinookappliedresearch.ca/
Jay Fuhrer, USDA Soil Health Specialist; Bismarck, ND
Simple on-farm soil health tests; comes to Canada a few times a year
Dr. Miranda Hart (UBC Okanagan, ecology of soil microbes)
Her research shows that “bugs in jugs” are likely parasitic and a waste of money (e.g., buying arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi)
Check in with your local applied research association

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION COURSES (ONLINE)
University of Saskatchewan Weed Control in Organic Agriculture
https://continuing.usask.ca/professional-development/weed.php
Academic course (with assignments) but can take as a non-student; I found it interesting
OTHER
Open-Source Tractor Autosteer Software and DIY Hardware
I run AgOpenGPS RTK GPS autosteer on all our old tractors
AgOpenGPS
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/FarmerBrianTee/videos
Forum: https://agopengps.discourse.group/
Software: https://github.com/farmerbriantee/AgOpenGPS
Always happy to discover interesting regenerative ag content. Email me: farmer@haywirefarms.ca!
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Our experiences. Your mileage may vary!

•
•
•
•
•

Paradigm shift
Crop rotation
Weed management
Livestock integration
Continuous learning
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Final thoughts
• Very happy to have made switch to organic
• I definitely don’t have this all figured out; constantly learning
• Liberating: can try crazy things
• Supportive community ready to share ideas
• Farming is fun again!
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